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”a studio in the woods has added an exciting dimension 

to tulane University—a haven in which faculty members 

can reflect, recharge and create along with a protected, 

well-managed preserve in which our researchers can study 

the Mississippi river and its surrounding ecosystem. it has 

also given tulane the ability to empower artists, writers, 

musicians, performers, architects and other creative souls 

from around the world, providing them a simple and beau-

tiful setting in which to examine, interpret, express and 

challenge today’s most pressing issues.“

—scott s. cowen, president, tulane University
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History/mission:

infused with art, love and a profound respect for nature, a studio in the woods has grown with the forest 
as organically as it grew into a nonprofit artist retreat and learning center, built sustainably with salvaged 

materials long before green building became fashionable. in 1968, Joe and lucianne carmichael purchased 
the site and sought to preserve the 7.66 acres of endangered forest for its great value as wetlands and as a 
powerful source of creative inspiration and education. in 2001, with the encouragement and consultation of 

artists, environmentalists, and wider community members, a studio in the woods was formed. 
since then we have awarded 47 residencies supporting artists working in all media and representing nation-
alities from four continents. the mission of a studio in the woods is to protect and preserve the mississippi 

river bottomland hardwood forest and to provide a tranquil haven where artists can reconnect with universal 
creative energy and work uninterrupted within this natural sanctuary. to ensure the preservation of this land-

scape, the carmichaels donated the compound to tulane university in 2004. the separate nonprofit 
friends of a studio in the woods provides funding, guidance, and direction for all programming. 
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Founder’s Letter:

why is a studio in the woods here?
By lucianne B. carmichael 

“Whether or not it is clear to you the universe is unfolding as it should.” - Desiderata 

there is something about a universal force toward order we can never quite grasp, as hard as we try. 
a studio in the woods is here because two people in love who each had grown up in natural environments 
wanted to take a ride on a sunday afternoon to explore a road leading out of the city and following the 
mississippi river toward its mouth. we enjoyed the serenity, the textures and colors of the natural environ-
ment struggling to overcome its past as a sugar plantation.
 during one picnic visit to the area, we saw a for sale sign on one of the enormous pecan trees. we had 
no resources to buy a forest in 1968, but that didn’t diminish our eagerness to try. and as luck would have it, 
we were successful.
 By 1977 we had learned how to protect the forest and also to collect almost old cypress recycled planks, 
beams and doors. with the help of an unusual and dedicated contractor, we were able to recycle our collec-
tion to build a small, simple, but quite wonderful, home in the woods.  
 an early visiting artist friend joining us around a fire at the end of a workday was the first to utter, “this 
ought to be a place for artists.” as the flames danced in the fireplace, we silently pondered the possibilities. 
in that moment, 33 years ago, a studio in the woods was born. we enjoyed our rural lifesyle, and many 
friends visited us, often stating that the area should be an artists’ community—a resource for creative people 
and a place of learning for children.
 soon, Joe and i and a small group of our friends were creating a small rustic pathway into the woods so that 
friends, visitors and school children could be “in the woods” without disturbing the natural life of the forest.
 one of my most powerful lessons about the power of the natural world to inspire joy, serenity and healing 
was learned by observing the first group of 11 children from a class for emotionally disturbed children with 
teachers and a few parents. upon leaving the bus, these kids almost immediately became happy, laughing 
children—running up and down the levee. we crossed into the forest and their joy and delight continued 
until we gathered together to return to the school bus. 
 in the 34 years of having the privilege of living “in the woods”, each time we leave and return, entering 
through the beautiful carved metal gate fills me with peace, tranquility and quiet joy. this is how the natural 
environment nurtures creative minds, hearts and bodies of the 47 artists who have experienced residencies 
in the past 10 years.
 as our mission took shape and we added staff, we wanted to ensure that artist residencies and botanical 
preservation would survive in perpetuity. 
 through our research, we learned that we must give our place and its mission to a financial stable institu-
tion…a huge step for Joe and me. we were extremely gratified when tulane university stepped forth in 2004 
to be the recipient of our “dream come true” and preserve our forest and its mission. that security, we believe, 
will and is allowing a studio in the woods to continue its mission and finally achieve what it was created to do.
 the making of great art was and is based upon the fact that it is the great art of the world that raises 
human consciousness of our oneness and the interdependence of all life. this is a studio in the woods’ 
highest purpose.   
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PiLot residencies
the pilot residencies were our very first residencies and were conducted unofficially before a studio in the 
woods became a nonprofit artists’ community. they were unadvertised and served as learning experiences 
for the founders and staff to find out whether residencies in these buildings and natural environment were in 
fact constructive experiences for artists and logistically possible for those who live and work in the woods. 
the pilot residents were recommended by board members as artists willing and even enthusiastic to test out 

the facilities, hospitality, surroundings, and ambience. each pilot artist was provided with food, lodging, and 
a studio as well as informal assistance with transportation when necessary. 

m. Jude, artisan, india, 2001
in february and march of 2000, lucianne carmichael visited penukonda, india at the invitation of the young 
india project, a non-profit organization founded by sonja and narinda Bedi and doing work to improve the 
lives of rural farmworkers and crafts-people for the past 30 years. she came to work with indigenous potters 
in a small village of diverse craftspersons such as women textile workers and stone masons, and it was there 
that she met marshall Jude, an artisan wood-worker and carpenter. lucianne also told Jude stories of her own 
plans to invite artists to the woods for restorative residencies and Jude asked if he could come to assist in the 
building of lodging for the artists. for six months he was in the united states in residence and helping in a 

myriad ways to bring a studio in the woods closer to the first official residencies. 

yuki fukushima, potter, Japan, 2002
yuki fukushima was born in matsue, Japan, a small city on the sea of Japan. yuki’s father, kazuo fuku-

shima, was a traditional potter whose noborigama, or climbing kiln, was on a mountainside near matsue. 
when her father fell seriously ill and it became clear to yuki that she must attend the aichi ceramic institute 
and follow in her father’s footsteps to become a potter. matsue, Japan and new orleans, louisiana have 
had a number of international cultural and economic exchanges over the past 15 years. when traveling, 

the carmichaels befriended sisters emi and yuki fukushima and decided to invite yuki to be one of their pilot 
residents and she thrived in the creative environment where she was allowed free reign with her designs 

rather than being obligated to follow traditional patterns.

francine prevost, poet, france, 2002
Website: maisongaisaber.com 

Bio: maison gai saber was born in the reeds of the bayous, by the banks of the mississippi.
lucianne and Joe fathered dreams and resolutions from afar.

on a distant farmland, a tiny village, an old café turned artist residence.
Any reflections since your residency: a few days at a studio in the woods and who can predict the outcome….
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oPen caLL residencies
many of the early residencies were open call, meaning that they were available to all categories of artists – 
visual, literary, musical, and performing – and that they were also open to artists at any stage of their careers 

– emerging artists, well-established artists, art teachers and artists returning to former careers in the arts. 
these residencies were publicly announced and available to artists from anywhere in the world. these resi-
dencies typically lasted one month and were awarded based on the seriousness of purpose, harmony with 

the mission of a studio in the woods, quality of the art, and the creative use of the studio’s time, space, and 
natural environment. artists were encouraged to interact with the public, some elected to have an informal 

community dinner at the end of their residency while others gave readings, held open studios to exhibit work 
created while in residency, or gave informal talks on their work and the residency experience.

2003

Jane marshall, painter and printmaker, Birmingham, al
Jane marshall is an artist of great versatility and depth. she is a painter, printmaker, sculptor, fabric and 
book artist who goes deeply into her subject matter including nature and the great themes and figures of 

history, mythology and literature. Jane is deeply involved in the natural environment and its preservation and 
subject matter for all forms of her artwork as she spends hours at a time in one spot quietly observing and 

drawing the wild and plant life around her before she even begins her artwork.

wendy taylor carlisle, poet, texarkana, tx
wendy taylor carlisle lives between texarkana, tx and eureka springs, ar.

she is the author of Discount Fireworks (2008) and Reading Berryman to the Dog (2000). among the antholo-
gies that include her work are The Poets Grimm, (2003) Is This Forever, Or What?: Poems and Paintings 

from Texas (2004). her chapbook After Happily Ever After, was #15 in the 2river series. her poems have 
appeared in Fringe magazine, Salt River Review, 2River View, Unlikely Stories, StorySouth, CiderPress Review, 

Cardinalis, Windhover, Borderlands, Ekphrasis and others. 
Any reflections since your residency: i'm impossibly grateful for the ’room of my own‘ offered by asitw. the 
poems i began there became my most recent book and the freedom and space the residency granted made 
them possible. asitw gave me the quiet and time in a beautiful studio to work in and lucianne and Joe fed 

me. what could be better? i cannot say thank you enough to everyone at asitw, to ama and the carmichaels 
and every wonderful person who contributed to making “my” month a truly productive time for my work. 

2004

stephen dankner, composer, new orleans, la
stephen dankner received his doctor of musical arts degree in composition from the Juilliard school in 

1971. a list of works since 1990 includes nine symphonies, thirteen string quartets, background environ-
mental music for the new orleans aquarium of the americas and a film score. the louisiana philharmonic 
orchestra has given premiere performances of six of his nine symphonies. dankner was the composer-in-

residence with the louisiana philharmonic orchestra from 2004-2007. 
Any reflections since your residency: asitw is among the best.
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krista franklin, poet, chicago, il
Website: www.kristafranklin.com

Bio: krista franklin is a poet and visual artist from dayton, oh who lives and works in chicago.
her poetry and mixed medium collages have been published in lifestyle and literary journals 

such as Coon Bidness, Copper Nickel, Clam and Callaloo, and in the anthologies 
Encyclopedia Vol. II, F-K and Gathering Ground. her visual art has been featured on the covers 

of award-winning books, and exhibited nationally in solo and group exhibitions. 
Any reflections since your residency: my residency at asitw provided me with so much confidence, support 
and positive creative exchange that it propelled me to greater heights in my artistic and writing career. i still 
dream about being there, relishing in the dreamspace and magic of that location. i am so thankful to have 

had the opportunity to be a part of such a magnificent experience. 

deedra ludwig, painter, port townsend, wa
Website: www.deedraludwig.com

Bio: Born in chicago, illinois, Bfa, ny university in visual arts. Awards: fulbright fellowship – studies of 
ancient art in the uk, fulton county arts alliance – atlanta, georgia, southeast arts award – tunbridge wells, 

uk. sitka center for the arts fellowship residency – otis, oregon. national parks service
artist in residency – everglades national park. collections include emory university – atlanta, georgia, 

tokai international - Japan, national parks headquarters – Big cypress preserve & 
everglades np, florida, private & public collections & commissions usa, asia, europe

Any reflections since your residency: my time at a studio in the woods has continued to nourish my work on 
many levels. i keep seeing in my work the ebb & flow, birth & decay which i witnessed there in the forest. 

“all in nature is interdependent, no one acts or thinks alone but each of our actions affects everything. 
all our systems are connected and my work is a part of that energy.”
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alexis wreden, sculptor, landscape architect, ruston, la
alexis wreden is an artist and is trained as landscape architect. she is involved in making public art, 

gardens and parks in louisiana. she lives and collaborates with her architect husband, robert fakelmann, 
two dogs, 3 cats and many wild birds in the woods around ruston, louisiana. recent exhibits include inside/
outside and on the table. group show at arkansas center for the arts el dorado, arkansas. march 2010. 

national invitational. 2009. masur museum of art. monroe, louisiana.

2005 (sPring/Pre-Katrina)

sheryl st. germain, writer, ames, ia
Bio: sheryl st. germain directs the mfa program in creative writing at chatham university.

she has published several poetry books and a memoir, swamp songs, about growing up in new orleans. 
winner of many awards, including 2 nea grants and the william faulkner award for the personal essay, 
her most recent book of poetry is let it Be a dark roux: new and selected poems. she is co-editor of Be-

tween song and story: essays for the twenty-first century, due out July 2011 with autumn house press. she 
is currently in france working on a new poetry manuscript about a louisiana french creole family

Any reflections since your residency: i continue to be inspired and nourished by my time at asitw and have 
twice brought my creative writing graduate students there so that they might also have a taste of that inspiration.
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reggie young, writer, lafayette, la
Website: rybluesville.com

Bio: reggie scott young is a scholar, fiction/nonfiction writer, and poet who lives in lafayette, la. he is an 
associate professor of english at the university of louisiana at lafayette and a member of the macondo writers’ 

workshop. samples of his work can be found at http://reggie-ad-inprogress.blogspot.com.
Any reflections since your residency: my residency at asitw was instrumental in helping me make the transition 

from academic writing back to poetry and creative prose. since then i finished a novel that i first drafted at asitw 
(excerpt available at http://reggie-ad-inprogress.blogspot.com), and i have completed a number of poems and 

stories that i am in the process of placing into circulation. my time there was also important in helping me to 
complete an edited book on ernest J. gaines (mozart and leadbelly, for which i wrote the introduction during my 
residency), and it is where i developed ideas for a second book on gaines titled this louisiana thing that drives 
me: the legacy of ernest J. gaines. my experience there helped me to get back in touch with my own creative 

nature and it is where i first began to feel like i had become a louisiana writer. 

sPeciaL invitation residencies
special invitation residencies are provided when two needs can be met in one residency—the need of a particu-
lar artist to have the opportunity for self-restoration and creation of new work, and the wider community's benefit 

from that new work. one example was the 2003-2004 residency of dr. michael white in which he let go of 
all his regular obligations in order to rest, study early jazz masters, and to compose new songs. the subsequent 
performance of his new recordings in a public concert attended by over 1000 people and entitled “Jazz out of 
the woods” stands as a significant musical contribution to the wider community and to the roots of this art form.

daniel winkert, architect-in-residence, new orleans, la, 2003 
daniel winkert (wink) is an architect and planner who was born in new orleans at the age of 18 (having spent 
his previous life in maryland and tennessee). graduating from tulane university school of architecture, wink then 
began a career of defining his architectural work in terms of how it rests between the natural world, the evolved 

societal ways of creating our built environment, and the ways in which those can and do grow and change 
together. he continues to practice for John c. williams architects in addition to learning how to raise a family.

Recent news/exhibits/performances: wink was the sustainability leader for John c. williams 
architects for the second line stages film studio, which is currently in the process of achieving at 

least leed silver certification, one of the first in new orleans to achieve this honor.
Any reflections since your residency: Being able to take the time (nearly a month) to sit in nature and 

envision how others will eventually function in the environment was a luxury that i wish could be afforded on 
all building projects. it would make our world much more harmonious (and beautiful!)
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michael white, composer, new orleans, la, 2003-2004
Bio: dr. michael white is the new orleans musician/composer who has been most

instrumental in helping to perpetuate the original new orleans jazz tradition. among the most respected 
jazz musicians in the crescent city, dr. white is one of only a few clarinetists to explore and develop an 
original manifestation of the unique new orleans clarinet style. currently, dr. white holds the rosa and 
charles keller endowed chair in the humanities/new orleans music and culture at xavier university, 

where he has taught for over 30 years. dr. white frequently lectures, publishes, records and is a consultant 
for numerous jazz programs, documentaries and feature films.

Reflections: learning the importance of nature, isolated space and time, and a peaceful environment in 
finding inspiration and developing creativity is the most important legacy of my residency. my experi-
ences at asitw have forever changed the way i approach song writing and have given me a deeper 

understanding of musical improvisation that fuels my playing and had jumpstarted a path of growth and 
development that will probably bear rich fruit for the rest of my career.

damien aquiles, painter, cuBa, rescheduled to 2007
from 2005 due to hurricane katrina

damian aquiles is a graduate of the graphic design institute and the art academy of san alejandro in havana. 
his work has been exhibited in cuba, switzerland, spain, sweden, argentina, italy, south africa, nicaragua, 

and the united states and is in numerous public and private collections in europe and the united states, including 
the orlando museum of art, artist ross Bleckner, rita schrager, Beth rudin dewoody, and artist robert wilson.

In his own words: i like to work with used materials, for the concentrated energy that emanates from them, 
they have a lot of light. i don't work with trash, but with last life. those materials have a previous history. 

my art pieces concentrate on that energy. i continue it's life by recycling it, by using it's previous life, 
energy, and history to tell my own story.
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peter coles, writer and photographer, england, 2006
peter coles is a writer and photographer, now based in london. for 20 years he lived and worked in paris, 

contributing articles and photographs to a number of international magazines. he is currently visiting fellow in the 
centre for urban and community research, goldsmiths, university of london, where he contributes to a masters 

degree in photography, as well as pursuing a photographic and research project on ancient urban trees. 
Recent exhibits: the london independent photography greenwich annuale, viewfinder gallery, london in august 

2010 and John evelyn’s mulberry and other stories. literary london conference, london on July 22, 2011.
Any reflections since your residency: my residency, sponsored by tulane, came 6 months after katrina and 

was an invitation to gather testimonial to both the devastation and the resilience of the city’s inhabitants. Both 
have left a lasting impression. since 2006 and my return to london after 20 years in paris, my work has 

been focusing on (rare) ancient trees in london, both as organic archaeological markers of a vanished past, 
and as examples of endurance in the face of change.

James langlois, writer – partnership with tulane university, new orleans, la, 2007

ada Bidiuc, writer – partnership with tulane university, new orleans, la, 2008

mollie day, poet and environmental Journalist, new orleans, la, 2008
mollie day is a new orleans-based poet. she holds a masters degree in creative writing from the univer-
sity of new orleans and is a fellow of the institute for environmental communications, loyola university, 

new orleans. through her work, mollie illustrates the indivisible ecological and cultural elements of certain 
landscapes as the extension and potential of what we are. she explores the interconnectivity of that which 
we tend to compartmentalize. mollie’s work was recently exhibited in louisiana and trees: life entwined, a 

group show curated by wanda Boudreaux, sibley gallery, new orleans. 
Any reflections since your residency: i am ever thankful to asitw for reminding us all of the quiet places 

where one might just stop and watch the carrots grow.

alex harris, photographer, durham, nc, coming 2011

michael white, composer, new orleans, la, 2003-2004
(See page 9)
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river residencies
river residencies honor the mississippi river, a magnificent body of water that has inspired authors, musicians, 

artists, historians, and playwrights for over a century yet today is challenged by pollution and containment. 
river residencies provide sustained quality work time in contact with the mississippi; time in which one can 

experience and study the river using it as a catalyst to create art that contributes to our awareness of the river, 
its needs and its gifts to all life. funded by the louisiana division of the arts and the tulane/xavier center for 

Bioenvironmental research with a grant from the aron foundation charitable trust.

aurora levins morales, writer and
historian, Berkely, ca, 2005 (pre-katrina)

Website: www.auroralevinsmorales.com and www.palabrerapress.com
Bio: aurora levins morales is a writer, historian, visual artist and activist. she’s the author of three books and 

her work has appeared indozens of anthologies and been translated into six languages. she is currently 
working on a historical mystery novel and a book about individual and environmental healing.

pat warner, sculptor, los angeles, ca, 2004
pat warner was born and raised in an agricultural area of southeastern pennsylvania, and traveled 

extensively throughout the world observing the natural environment and indigenous cultures. 
those experiences influence her indoor and outdoor sculptural environments and recent drawings that are 

involved with the relationship of humans and nature. warner has participated in symposiums and residencies 
regionally, nationally and internationally and her public art projects include being design artist for the pierce 
college station on the lamta orange line and designing and fabricating a work for the morton arboretum, 
lisle, il. warner was artist in residence at youkobo art space, tokyo, Japan in april of 2010. this summer, 

2011, she will be completing a public art work for the city of long Beach, ca.
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restoration residencies:
restoring new orLeans one artist at a time

in response to the devastating effects of hurricane katrina, a studio in the woods created month-long restora-
tion residencies for new orleans visual artists, musicians, composers, writers and performing artists who lost 

their homes, studios and/or work in the hurricane and were either displaced in other cities and communities or 
back home in new orleans without resources. eligible artists needed to have residency (or had residency and 
intended to return) in the new orleans metropolitan area. these residencies provided lodging, food, studio 

space and a $2000 stipend. restoration residencies were funded in part by the alliance of artists communi-
ties, the andy warhol foundation for the visual arts, the ford foundation, acadiana arts council, allen 

gerson of the art and artists restoration fund, new orleans our hometown, and howard read of the cheim 
& read gallery. supported in part by a grant from the louisiana division of the arts, office of cultural devel-
opment, department of culture, recreation & tourism, in cooperation with the louisiana state arts council. 

funding has also been provided by the national endowment for the arts, a federal agency.

2006

Jason chaffin
Born in st. louis, raised in savannah, reconstituted in new orleans. attended kansas city art institute; Bfa, 

2004, and then university of new orleans; mfa, 2010. creates work in “neodadaism” style. recently exhibited 
TEXTURED CINEMA PROTEIN -slap n tickle gallery, kansas city, mo

Any reflections since your residency: i have learned to use every minute that i can steal to make work and i look 
back fondly on my time at the studio as a gift of the highest value, during the most stressful of times, to keep my 
ethic trained in searching out and making new work no matter the distraction, asitw is the perfect refuge to 

sanctuary an artist’s most important need to focus. 

Jenny kahn, painter
Jenny kahn was born and raised in new orleans. she studied painting at the gerritt reitveld academie in 
amsterdam and the pennsylvania academy of fine arts in philadelphia. she has exhibited in new york, 

philadelphia, new orleans and elsewhere. kahn was living in new orleans when hurricane katrina swept 
through the city. she lost her home, her studio and much of her work. she evacuated to san antonio with her 

husband and their two cats and relocated to the san francisco Bay area in the fall of 2006. 
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monique moss, choreographer and dancer
a native of new orleans, monique moss received a B.a. in french and an m.a. in latin american studies from 
tulane university. artistic director of third eye theatre interdisciplinary performance company, her accomplish-

ments include a newcomb fellows grant, Japan fulbright memorial fund teacher fellowship to tokyo, fulbright-
hays teacher fellowship to south africa, foreign language and area studies fellowship in haitian-creole, Big 

easy classical arts awards n dance and choreography, artist residencies at a studio in the woods and a 
studio at colton in new orleans and headlands center for the arts in san francisco, and research presentations 
on the arts in louisiana, alabama and italy. her choreographic works have been performed at the congo square 
festival, the essence festival, the houston Black dance festival, the national dance educators organization con-
ference and the kennedy center millennium stage. moss has worked as a performing artist and arts educator for 
various arts organizations and dance companies in the new orleans community and has traveled to haiti for the 
last four years to research and study the connection between the history and culture of haiti and new orleans. 

Recent news/exhibits/performances: currently serving on boards for the hope for haitian children foundation 
hfhcf, the louisiana museum of african american history lmaah and the creative alliance of

new orleans cano, monique moss is an adjunct professor pursing an m.f.a. in interdisciplinary perfor-
mance in the theatre and dance department at tulane university. she recently received a 2011 graduate 

student summer research fellowship from the school of liberal arts at tulane university and a research grant 
from the newcomb center for research on women to travel to haiti. she was the choreographer for the 

artspot production Go Ye Therefore which won the 2011 Big easy award in theatre for “Best original work 
of theatre.” in october 2011, monique will present her interdisciplinary performance mfa thesis work titled 
Rumors of War: ceremonial acts of resistance based on the 1811 Slave Revolt which commemorates its bicen-

tennial this year, at the new orleans african american museum in the historic treme.  
Any reflections since your residency: thank you to the wonderful family at a studio in the woods for offering 

artists the opportunity to heal and to create in an environment that exemplifies our louisiana history and culture. 

valentine pierce, writer
valentine pierce is a poet, photographer and graphic designer delves into various arts forms, including 

domestic arts. she is currently working on a novel, “dead north”.  
Recent news/exhibits/performances: essay, “summer lights,” recently published in

*Bayou Magazine. performed in the atp’s production of “women who kill,” won two aact awards for 
performance as “door popper” in “a-musing”

Any reflections since your residency: wish i could work full-time on my art like during my residency.
it is increasingly challenging to do art and work full-time but living without art is not a possibility.
i am glad asitw exists to give artists a respite from the daily grind so they can work on their art.  
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yvette sirker, playwright, director, and actor
playwright, director, producer, actress, choreographer and teaching artist. produced plays: hell and high wa-
ter, pink collar crime, troubled waters, speakeasy and last day one acts. acting credits include tv, theater 
and film roles. union affiliations: actors equity association, screen actors guild, dramatists guild of america. 

ms. sirker is faculty in the departments of theater and communications at Berkshire community college. 
Recent performances: Hell and High Water recently ran in nyc in a multistages theater company produc-
tion to rave reviews. it also ran at the storefront artists project in the Berkshires of western massachusetts 

to enthusiastic standing ovations. it will run at the theater institute at sage (former nysti) in troy, ny in the 
fall of 2011. Last Day One Acts is a series of one-acts that ask the question: if you knew today you’re your 
last day alive, how would you spend the day? the first one-act was developed in collaboration with wam 

theatre of western ma and mopco theater in troy, ny. it premiered in march 2011 at the arts center of 
the capital region. the second, of four “last day” one-acts, will be presented by Berkshire fringe festival in 

great Barrington, ma in July 2011. 
Any reflections since your residency: asiw residency was a valuable time for post-katrina re-grouping. it 

was unique time to create and while there i developed a katrina related work, “hell and high water,” that is 
now being performed throughout the usa and is in preparation for an international tour. 

2007

Jane hill, sculptor
Jane hill grew up in Baltimore maryland, and has lived in new orleans since 1991. she currently works in 
ceramic sculpture and drawing. Jane hill is a recipient of a 2011 summer residency assistantship at water-

shed center for the ceramic arts in maine. in 2010, she created “spirit vessels”, a communal clay project in 
Bayou st John to provide solace in the wake of the Bp oil spill.

Any reflections since your residency: i continue to draw upon my experience and connections as a former 
resident at a studio in the woods to develop my work and to share my art and creativity with the larger 

new orleans community.
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christy speakman, multi media and conceptual artist
christy speakman was born and raised in new orleans. her work has been shown at the Bronx museum 

of the arts, chashama, and the Bronx river art center in new york, and she has participated in artist 
residencies at the santa fe art institute, the lower manhattan cultural council, and the oregon college 

of art. she received an mfa in photography from ohio university in 2005, and Ba in studio art from the 
university of new orleans in 2002. she is a 2010 visual arts recipient of the Bronx recognizes its own 

(Brio) award. in 2010, her work was acquired by the James hotel in nyc as part of the permanent 
conceptual landscape exhibition “stand here and listen”, and was featured in Prospect 1.5 Biennial at 

octavia art gallery in an exhibition curated by dan cameron.
Any reflections since your residency: i was taught an amazing lesson about the power of nature during 
my month in the woods. it continues to inform the core of my artist practice every day. even in a city like 

new york, remembering that nature is a great teacher can unveil quiet and magical moments in the urban 
landscape. my recent photographic compilations of moss growing between sidewalk cracks to resemble 

utopic islands stem from this magic. my short time in the woods healed me from the disaster that was 
hurricane katrina, but the experience reaches much further than a month of restoration. my memories of 
spring emerging in the midst of the woods, studying native birds and plants, and walking on the levee 

before sunrise- these memories will always give me a constant stream of hope.

elizaBeth underwood, multi-media and conceptual artist
having devoted her creative practice to the recovery of her post-disaster new orleans neighborhoods 

with 38 site-specific community-based installations via aorta projects, ms. underwood is currently work-
ing on a new series of photographs exploring the influence of impermanence on one’s experience of time 

and identity. working with one woman every month for the entire year, this series 
“real/time/women” will depict a diverse group of characters in action, wielding personal tools and 

talismans through a landscape of dream-like environments. working with unpredictable cameras that she 
shoots with closed eyes, ms. underwood’s process directly depends on divine intervention, producing 

uncanny images that resonate with the uncontrollable energy of ongoing change. 
Any reflections since your residency: what a relief, to have been able to let go of the trauma i experienced in 
the federal levee breaks of 2005 and to see our city evolve and flourish! my time as a restoration resident at 
a studio in the woods most definitely lit the spark that began the process of healing that’s gotten me here, to 

where i can be present and create new work. how lucky we are to have the oasis of asitw—a site of genuine 
restoration—in our midst; how lucky i am to have been able to rest and regenerate my own new life there.  
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monique michelle verdin, photographer
monique verdin is a native daughter of southeast louisiana. her documentation exposes the marsh-level 
realities of global climate challenging the bayou communities of her homeland, at the base of the missis-

sippi river delta. during the summer of 2010, a large collection of verdin’s photographs from the louisiana 
wetlands were used in a research project titled “mississippi delta: constructing with water,”. the work was 
shown at the us pavillion during the 12th international architecture exhibition, la Biennale di venezia. in 
september of 2011 she exhibited her most recent body of work at mesa college in san diego, california 

and is currently in post-production with a personal documentary film titled my louisiana love. 
Any reflections since your residency: my restoration residency at a studio in the woods has inspired me to 

use my lens to pay attention to the beauty of the bottomland hardwood forest of southeast louisiana. so often 
my work documents the decay we are witnessing here in the mississippi delta, but asitw represents the life 
that makes this corner of the world such a dynamic and special place on the planet. asitw is preserving 
more than a few arpents of old plantation land alongside the river---it is connecting a community of artists, 
scientists, citizens and strangers to the frontlines of a fragile landscape, so we may appreciate, celebrate, 

document and advocate for the protection of our natural and cultural resources.

2008

kathy randels
founded by artistic director kathy randels in 1995, artspot productions is an ensemble of artists dedicated 

to creating meticulously live theater in new orleans. our productions are a sincere blend of disciplines 
developed through ensemble authorship, physically rigorous training, original music, interactive sculptural 
environments, and extended research and rehearsal. we practice social justice and shared power in our 

creative and organizational processes, and we strive to incite positive change in our community with visually 
stunning performances and empowering educational programs.

Recent news/exhibits/performances: right now (october 13-30, 2011) — in collaboration with monique moss, 
students at the center, mcdonogh 35 high school, tulane university, dillard university and the louisiana mu-
seum for african american history — artspot productions is remounting its acclaimed large-scale performance 

“rumours of war” at the new orleans african american museum in treme.
artspot’s work has toured extensively in 2011:  “flight”(2008) was featured at performática, a festival 

of dance and contemporary performance in cholula, mexico in april; excerpts from “loup garou” were 
featured at sarah lawrence college and at alternate roots’ 35th anniversary festival this spring and 

summer; and “go ye therefore…” is being developed into a healing retreat for women and girls, and was 
also featured at the alternate roots festival. 

Any reflections since your residency: a studio in the woods was one of the collaborators on our performance “Be-
neath the strata/disappearing.” this is where we created and performed the work; it was a character in the piece; 
it was an endless source of research and inspiration for the performance, historically, experientially and botanically. 
Joe and lucianne carmichael’s stewardship of this land — and their generosity in opening it up and sharing it with 
hundreds of artists — has modeled for me how life, art and land are intertwined. every time i enter this place, i feel 
peace and harmony. we planned to create “Beneath the strata/disappearing” as a way to immerse ourselves in 
the research around the loss of louisiana’s wetlands so that we could share that knowledge with others. katrina 

came and made all of us who live in southeast louisiana experts about our plight. asitw has become the space in 
which artists who call this place home and artists who find lots to learn from louisiana create work that makes all of 

us think about how we live on this earth. i am forever grateful to and forever learning from asitw.
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gianna chachere, filmmaker
gianna chachere is the managing director of the hamptons international film festival located 

in east hampton, new york. a film programmer for the independent feature project (ifp) market, staten 
island film festival, the pioneer theater and howl film festival, chachere has extensive experience in con-

ceptualizing and curating film, video and live performance programs for various film festivals and 
cultural institutions throughout the u.s. in 2003, she directed and co-founded the don’t knock the 

rock film and music festival in los angeles with partner/filmmaker allison anders.
a native new orleanian, chachere spends half the year in new orleans.

Jon gross, composer
Jon gross began playing the tuba when he was 9 years old. a scholarship to loyola university’s 

college of music landed him in new orleans, where he currently makes a living playing with several 
different bands and as a freelance tuba player. he is passionate about educating other on new orleans’ 

rich musical heritage while doing his part to preserve and promote louisiana’s traditional music.

Brigham hall, composer
Brigham hall began his career as a piano accompanist and music teacher at the

new orleans center for creative arts | riverfront. his work, which currently includes both
music compositions and photography, has been heard at national music festivals and seen at  

egional art competitions. a recent reynolds fellow at the harvard graduate school of education, 
hall now resides in Boston, ma with his wife sidney Besse, a painter and printmaker.

Any reflections since your residency: if i can’t be myself, what’s the point in saying anything?
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raymond “moose” Jackson, poet
moose is a detroit native and ex-military who found his way to new orleans via squatting, direct 
activism and trainhopping. his poetry speaks to the spirit of place and to that end his recent play 

loup garou won the new orleans Big easy award for Best original work of 2009.
he continues to write, perform and produce in new orleans.

Recent news/exhibits/performances: how to Build a forest, pearl d’amour and shawn hall nyc June 2011
Any reflections since your residency: one thing the storm has taught me both in the woods and 

in my community is that sometimes it takes great calamitous events to relieve entropy and reawaken 
biospheres, neighborhoods and even the human soul.

 
michael white, composer

(See page 9)

cHanging LandscaPes residencies
at the close of the 2008 deadline, we noticed a marked decrease in artists applying for restoration

residencies, indicating to us that new orleans and gulf coast artists were in a more stable position than 
they had been since hurricanes katrina and rita. inspired by the drastic upheaval in our local ecology 

changing landscapes was formed, a six-week residency based on the premise that southern louisiana can 
be seen as a microcosm of the global environment, manifesting both the challenges and possibilities inherent 

in human interaction with the natural world. we ask artists to describe in detail how the region will affect 
their work, to propose a public component to their residency and to suggest ways in which they will engage 

with the local community. artists are awarded $3000 as a stipend as well as $1000 towards materials. 
supported in part by a grant from the louisiana division of the arts, office of cultural development, 
department of culture, recreation & tourism, in cooperation with the louisiana state arts council. 

funding has also been provided by the national endowment for the arts, a federal agency.
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2008

andrea myers, mixed media artist, chicago, il
andrea myers currently lives in columbus, ohio, an is an instructor at columbus college of art and design. 
she previously lived and worked in chicago where she attended the school of the art institute of chicago. 

recent exhibits include the mccormick gallery (chicago), ohio art league, willis tower (chicago, formerly 
the sears tower) and an upcoming outdoor commission, franklin park conservatory, columbus, ohio
Any reflections since your residency: my time at asitw will always be precious to me, it was at a very 

transitional point in my life, and allowed me to have solitary, focused time to reflect on my practice and sur-
roundings. it will also forever be the last residency i did before having my daughter, Bell roelle. 

2009

anne devine, performance artist, san francisco, ca
anne devine originates site-specific distance walking performances and public walks. 

she holds a Bfa in visual art (photography, film & video) from mason gross school of the arts, rutgers 
university and an mfa in fine arts (social practice) from california college of the arts. she currently lives 
and works in antigua, guatemala. in 2010, anne devine was awarded a residency in giza, egypt where 

she worked on site at the great pyramid complex and saqqara pyramid complex. she continues her 
collaborative project with artist tinka Bechert in Berlin, where upcoming exhibition reflecting on 

triangulations and their work in egypt is underway for october 2011.
Any reflections since your residency: i am very fortunate to have been given the opportunity by asitw to 

come to new orleans to live work and explore during my residency. lucianne and Joe carmichael, 
the staff of asitw, and former asitw residents encouraged, supported, and expanded my work. 

my time spent at asitw, with the people of new orleans, and in surrounding environments of 
new orleans and st Bernard parish continues to inspire me. i am honored to be included in this 

gallery exhibit and share in the celebration of a studio in the woods. 
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rafael santos, photographer, argentina
rafael santos is an environmental artist from argentina whose working objective is to link the artistic way 

of thinking and creating with the development of active and transformative projects, by developing sensitive 
research and processes that deal with social and environmental concerns. working in this realm since 1991, 
his primary focus points to the social-ecological communities that have developed over time beside rivers and 

coastal zones both rural and urban, and to the deep collaboration with local people, other artists, scientists and 
environmental groups working in the same realm locally, nationally and internationally. 

recent exhibits include what is crime? - a photography exhibition at the centre for crime and Justice studies at 
kings college london, the independent, and 198 gallery in london, uk. 

Any reflections since your residency: since my residency in 2009 two major environmental events occurred 
in the area of the mississippi delta: the Bp oil spill of 2010 and the river floodings of 2011. the delta 

facts audiovisual i will submit to the retrospective intends to go forward with my residency output in connec-
tion with those events. 

david sullivan, new media artist, new orleans, la
david sullivan creates prints, computer programs and animations combining analog and digital techniques. 
his work was in the southern open 2010 at the acadiana center for the arts in lafayette, louisiana, and 
in “hot up here” at the contemporary art center in new orleans. internationally, he has shown at ars 

electronica in linz, austria, file in sao paulo, Brazil, and in antarctica. 
recent exhibits include a solo show of animations at lawndale arts center in houston, tx from oct – Jan 

2011, work in automata in nola and in currents 2011 in santa fe, nm. 
Any reflections since your residency: i miss my time in the forest
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tory tepp, installation artist and community activist, los angeles, ca
currently engaging in a peripatetic, public art practice, tory has an mfa in public practice from otis col-

lege of art and design in los angeles and holds a Bfa in painting from parsons, the new school for design. 
tory will be engaging in a funded residency this fall through the goldwell museum in nevada, where he will 
be developing a project in the desert. the “mountain of light”, will be fabricated as a mobile yurt intended 

to serve as, and be developed by travelers as an esoteric and geographical outlook.

2010

karen rich Beall, sculptor, leBanon, pa
karen rich Beall has been exhibited in galleries and museums throughout the country and has a public art 

commission at the hartsfield-Jackson atlanta international airport. Beall received 
her mfa from the university of tennessee and her Bfa from the university of florida. 

she lives and works in lebanon, pa and is represented by solomon projects in atlanta.
recent exhibits include “something along the lines of rock ‘n’ roll”, atlanta, ga and work in 

an upcoming two-person show at suzanne h. arnold art gallery, annville, pa in 2012

william cordova, mixed media, lima, peru
Born and raised in lima, peru lives/works new york/miami. cordova's work is a reflection of displacement 
and the interpretation of the oral, written, and visual languages that define our own existence and resistance. 

recent exhibits include, yawar mallku (abduction, royalty y exile), La Conservera, Murcia, Spain (January-
august 2011) The Record, institute of contemporary art, Boston, ma (april-august 2011) S-Files, museo del 
Barrio, new york, ny (June-december 2011) sin titulo, saltworks gallery, atlanta, ga (september-october 

2011)  
Any reflections since your residency: meeting the carmichaels and dedicated staffers ama and cammie was 

a really nice experience for me. meeting local choreographer / dancer monique moss was an incredibly 
rewarding and humbling experience. monique and i collaborated in many projects while at studio in the 

woods. getting to meet and befriend artist damion hunte was equally great for me. damion’s knowledge of 
new orleans history, his prolific studio practice and dedication to his craft was refreshing to experience. 
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eric dallimore, installation artist, denver, co
Website: www.ericdallimore.com

Bio: eric dallimore is an artist and environmentalist, who is also active in photography, film, 
sculpture, printmaking, and social and ecological criticism. as an art activist, he uses his 

artwork to engage conversations and evoke necessary change in our current ecological arrangement. 
eric continues to show and create his artwork throughout denver, san francisco, chicago 

and his native new orleans, including the new orleans museum of art. 
Any reflections since your residency: i still have a hard time summing up the beautiful solitude, 

the necessary support, and the inspiration i received and experienced at asitw. 
it is truly a magical world y’all have created and continually nurture.

sharifa rhodes-pitts, writer and installation artist, tivoli, ny
sharifa rhodes-pitts is a writer whose work has appeared in Transition, The New York Times, and 

The Boston Globe. she has received awards from the independent press association, the rona Jaffe foundation 
and the lannan foundation. originally from houston, texas, she graduated in 2000 from harvard university 

and was a fulbright scholar in the united kingdom. sharifa is writing a trilogy on african-americans and 
utopia; her first book, Harlem is Nowhere, was published in 2011 by little, Brown & company.
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2011

suzanne Bennett, painter, Beacon, ny
Website: www.suzannebennett.com 

Bio: suzanne Bennett received her Bfa from uc santa cruz and her mfa from Brooklyn college. she has 
shown her work in new york, california, and new orleans, la. she currently resides in Brooklyn, ny

Bernard williams, sculptor, chicago, il
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